No Name Patina Prep*
Cleans & exposes metals for superior patinas.
Caution:
Contains oxalic acid. Avoid contact with eyes, flush with water. If swallowed, give milk and call a doctor.
Keep away from children.
Wear rubber gloves. Sprinkle NoName on a damp cloth, paper towel or brush and rub gently. If
applying directly to the metal, make certain the surface is wet—then rub gently until all discolorations
are removed. The edges and corners will need the most attention. For heavy oxidation removal, make
a paste by adding a few drops of water to NoName. Let the paste remain on the surface for up to one
minute before rubbing. Rinse thoroughly and apply patina solutions immediately.
NoName can be used on mokume-gane, sterling silver, shakudo, shibuichi, copper, brass, bronze and
stainless steel. The special, soft feldspar abrasive is rounded and not sharp edged for a superior,
smooth finish. Extra pressure and elbow grease will bring up a soft lusterous finish.
*Also great for copper enameling.

BALDWIN’S PATINA
For copper based alloys
Formulated by Phillip Baldwin for Shining Wave Metals
Caution:
Causes eye damage and severe skin burns. Wear protective gloves, clothing, eye/face protection. Do
not breathe fumes. If in eyes: rinse with water, call a doctor. If swallowed: rinse mouth, do not induce
vomiting, call a doctor. If on skin: remove contaminated clothing, rinse well. If inhaled: move to fresh
air area, call a doctor.
Directions:
Shake well. Clean the metal with NoName or pumice & soap until water sheets on the surface. A
roughened, pumiced surface works best. Rinse metal under warm water, shake off excess.
Immediately swab patina on with Q-tip, paper towel, sponge or cloth. Rinse warm and repeat for the
desired color. Do not let the solution pool or dry on the surface. Rinse with clear water and dry.
This patina approximates the rich colors associated with aged copper & bronze, produces black on
Shakudo and gray to brown on Shibuichi. It does not color nickel silver, sterling silver, argentium silver
or gold alloys.

